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PLYMOUTH AND SOUTH WEST DEVON JOINT LOCAL PLAN 2014-2034 ID NO: 1002904  

There has been a considerable number of proposed changes to the EXC10B document including the sites TTV13, 

TTV14 & TTV15 since the pre-submission public consultation in March-April 2017. 

The JLP document changes despite being told at submission that the plan was sound after 3 public consultations. 

This document should have been sound at the final public consultation, if they (the LPAs) had listened and taken on 

board comments made. 

I have already commented on TTV13 and will therefore not do so in this letter. 

There has also been further information relevant to the site TTV14 from South Hams DC LVIA specialist and the 

AONB unit, considered to be the AONBs experts.  The AONB unit have produced an excellent planning guidance book 

that has been authorised by the AONB Partnership and the relevant LPA’s. 

Additionally there has been information regarding the TTV14 site from the planning application itself.  Heads down 

again, South Hams DC have charged on with the planning application, stonewalled any comments made by the AONB 

unit again completely and despite the AONB’s units objection (the LVIA specialist also raised an objection), approved 

the application by delegated authority, thereby avoiding any debate at the Development Management Committee. 

Considering, the AONB’s objection, this makes the application controversial and it should have gone before the DMC. 

That, however should not stop the JLP submission for the public consultation as that is the lawful process of planning 

law and I would like to believe that that will not influence the outcome. 

I will state that I belief some of the actions of the South Hams LPA reflect badly on their statutory duty performance 

with regards to the conservation and enhancement of South Devon AONB. 

To complete the full picture, I believe it is important to understand how the South Devon AONB is performing 

amongst the 34 English AONB’s with regards to their statutory duty to conserve and enhance the AONB. 

Anyway, the changes to the EXC10B justifies further comments regarding TTV14 & TTV15 and I will include the 

housing figures for Kingsbridge as the LPA has updated their documents and failed to get the figures correct. 

On to the additional information. 

collingh
Typewritten Text
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The recommended changes for TTV14 come from Natural England and looks more like a school teachers markings. 

 

Out goes ‘address the scale & prominence’, ‘mitigate any adverse impact on the AONB, and so to soften the edges of 

the development which borders the undeveloped countryside’. 

In comes strategic landscaping to the site ‘boundaries and the creation of a landscape framework throughout the 

site’. The scale, design, density and northern extents of the development should ensure that development is 

congruous with the adjacent settlement edge when viewed from the surrounding countryside. 

Natural England should be aware that the AONB unit objected to this site continually through the consultation 

process including the planning application itself, stating that mitigation landscaping will not work on this site and so 

did the LPA’s LVIA expert.  In recommending these changes, have NE visited and visually assessed the site? 

The deletions are truthful issues with the site.  Deleting them is simply an exercise of self-denial of the facts. 

The changes recommended will not deal with the prominence of the site and therefore these are not sound planning 

policies.   

There has been a complete silence from the LPA’s with regards to the AONB unit’s comments and concerns all 

throughout this consultation process.  They (the comments of the AONB unit) have been completely ignored.  

Stonewalled.  This is quite startling. 

You cannot build on this site and landscape the boundaries of the site to address the issues because it is up on the 

rolling hills. 

Keep in mind that the number of proposed houses on the two fields is 96….HOUSES.  Only seven are what are 

described as 1.5 houses. 

Now let’s look at the image that every person who enters the town of Kingsbridge will see via the main number one 

route into the town. 

The question will be, how will it be possible to ensure that the development is congruous with the adjacent 

settlement edge when viewed from the surrounding countryside from this photograph which is the first part of 

Kingsbridge that will be seen when arriving by the majority of visitors enjoying holidaying in the AONB? 

Let’s Look.
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The A379 route into Kingsbridge. 

 

Roads in the AONB do not very often give the occupants of vehicles a pleasing view of the countryside because you very often are surrounded by banks and hedges. This 

road drops away as you descend down into the town and therefore the road is aligned to look at the two fields that are deemed suitable for development.  The location of 

this development could not be worse.  The hill in the background, above the two central fields, is the AONB.  The cut fields in the foreground is the AONB.  The two fields in 

the middle (TTV14) are outside the AONB. 

Would you like to do a survey and ask visitors or in fact probably almost anyone what is and is not in the AONB in this image & see how many get the answer right? 

This is what makes the statement that ‘importantly the site is outside the AONB’ ridiculous.  Nothing can be done to reduce the harm caused by building that number of 

houses upon it.  Therefore the proposed changes mean nothing or achieve nothing.     The changes are worthless.  Conserve & enhance the AONB?  No.
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‘Not within the AONB’  ‘Mitigate for any impact on the setting of the AONB’.   

‘Enhanced connectivity by walking, cycling & contributions to public transport’.  I will comment on that later. 

 

 Let’s look at another view from Kingsbridge Footpath number 2.
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This scene from footpath number 2 will contain new developments totalling 291 houses plus 2000 square metres of employment land.  TTV14 is the two fields on the hill 

above the town.  Nothing that the changes proposed within TTV14 will deal with this visual impact.  Natural England are kidding themselves. 

 

Referring to the TTV14 site, the hedge to the bottom of the field is not in the ownership of the site and the lower part is being used for the lowest road in front of the 

houses which nearest was shown to be 3 storey.  The two farthest hedges running up the hill and the top hedge will disappear behind houses.  The bank / hedge adjacent to 

the present built up area to the south is not in the sites ownership and is therefore the developer of the site will have no ability to propose anything for that boundary nor 

will any conditions be applied to the developer.  Put simply, the proposed changes achieve nothing and nobody has listened to the AONB unit opinion.  What is appalling 

about selecting this site is ignoring the AONB unit’s comments that go beyond local views (which these are).  Next the LVIA expert and the AONB expert comments.
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 Date: 26 April 2017 

Reference: 0299/17/OPA 

Site Address: Land Off (West Of) Belle Hill 

Kingsbridge 

Devon 

This response is based upon an examination of the planning file and submitted plans, 

and site visits carried out in early 2017. 

In considering this application and assessing potential impacts of the development proposal 

against nationally protected landscapes, in addition to the Development Plan, the following 

legislation, policies and guidance have been considered: 

Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW) Act; 

Section 11 of the NPPF in particular paragraphs; 109 and 114-116; 

The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) particularly Section 8-001 to 8-006 

on Landscape; and  

The South Devon AONB Management Plan and its Annexes. 

Landscape Character and Visual Impact 

This site has been assessed as part of the Joint Local Plan evidence base as set out below.  

Key site characteristics: 

• The upper slopes of a distinctive pronounced, rounded hill flanking the Estuary at 

Kingsbridge.  

• Two arable fields, bound by trimmed hedgerows, with an open and exposed character, 

allowing expansive views to the south and south west.   

• There are notable views towards the site on rising ground above Kingsbridge from a large 

area of the AONB to the west and south west.    

Relevant South Devon AONB Special Qualities: 

• Deeply rural rolling patchwork agricultural landscape. 

• Iconic wide, unspoilt and expansive panoramic views.   

Value: 

The principle value of this area comes from the role this hill plays in the landscape setting of the town, 

and in the setting of the AONB.  Views across and between the high ground surrounding the estuary 

are an important characteristic of the area; the landscape character assessments of the area (both at 

District and County level) note the visual intrusion caused by the extension of the towns of Salcombe 

and Kingsbridge onto the high ground surrounding the settlements.   

Summary of Overall Character: 

An open and elevated hillside site set above the settlement of Kingsbridge, comprising two medium 

large agricultural fields bound by hedgerows, forming part of a consistent landscape setting to the 

town.  There is a high level of inter-visibility with the AONB, with views from the designation wrapping 

round to the south and west.  The site area feels consistently rural forming an attractive landscape 

setting to the town, though is of a moderate quality overall due to the influence of the nearby solar 

farms and the adjacent settlement edge.   As a result it has a moderate tranquillity.  
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Sensitivities to development: 

• Any development at this site would worsen the existing identified issue of visual intrusion 

caused by the creep of Kingsbridge onto its surrounding hills.   

• Development at the site could adversely affect the setting of the AONB through the 

introduction of a large area of built form onto elevated ground. 

• Development at the site could result in a significant visual impact on views between high 

ground to the south and west. 

Sensitivity analysis/Guidance statement: 

Given the existing recognition of the detrimental effects of the extension of the town onto the high 

ground surrounding Kingsbridge, it is inevitable that development here would perpetuate this problem, 

adversely affect the character and visual quality of the landscape, and the setting of the AONB.  Due 

to the open and elevated nature of the site, these effects could not be fully mitigated.   

If development were to be promoted at this site, restricting development to the lower south western 

corner, and certainly the southern field would act to limit the spread of development onto the most 

elevated parts of the site, though it would still form a significant built extension beyond a well-defined 

settlement edge.  In addition, provision of strategic landscaping bordering and running throughout the 

site, combined with a low-density development (max 30 dph) comprising modest dwellings (1.5 to two 

storey) with traditional proportions and a modest use of glazing would help to reduce the visual impact 

of new built form.  Lighting should also be minimised in this rural location.   

Whilst noting the submission of a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, I fundamentally 

disagree with a number of its conclusions, including that there would be a minor visual effect 

(para 5.1.7) and a negligible-minor landscape effect (para 6.7.5) upon the AONB, the 

assertion (para 5.1.17) that only one stretch of footpath or bridleway lies within the visual 

envelope (and would experience views of) the site; and that users (recreational or vehicular) 

of local lanes and roads are not covered by the assessment text, and are not recognised as 

valuable receptors of views in the area.   

Arboricultural Impact 

The trees to the south of the site and the hedgerows bordering and crossing the site are 

shown to be retained outside of private gardens and within the public realm, which should 

allow their retention in perpetuity.  Details for their protection during the course of the 

development and their long term management as part of the public open space management 

of the site should be secured by condition if the application were to be approved.   

Subject to securing these details, there is no objection to the application on arboricultural 

grounds.  

Policy 

For the reasons outlined above, the proposals at outline stage would be considered to fail 

adopted policies DP2 and CS9, which seek to give great weight to the conservation and 

enhancement of the AONB landscape, and seek to conserve and enhance landscape 

character by: 

• reflecting the needs and issues set out in identified landscape character areas; 

• ensuring its location, siting, layout, scale and design conserves and/or enhances 

what is special and locally distinctive about the landscape character (including its 

historic, biodiversity and cultural character) 

• avoiding unsympathetic intrusion in the wider landscape, such as detrimental impact 

on the character of skylines or views from public vantage points and light pollution. 

(DP2) 
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I note that the South Devon AONB Team are commenting separately, but understand that 

the application is also considered to conflict with AONB Management Plan policies and 

guidance.  

In line with NPPF paragraph 115, great weight should be given to the effects upon the 

setting of the AONB in the planning balance, and you would therefore need to be sure that 

any benefits associated with the scheme are substantial if you were minded to recommend 

in favour of the application.   

I note that this site is a proposed allocation in the emerging joint local plan, but this does not 

in itself overcome the landscape issues outlined above.  It is however recognised that 

through this process, a number of sites have been considered for development around 

Kingsbridge, and, if the need for this level of new housing is accepted as a requirement for 

the town, there are no sites better able to accommodate this level of growth without 

significantly affecting the character of the landscape, AONB, and visual amenity of the area. 

Land to the south and south west lies within the AONB and breaches physical and 

perceptual boundaries to the settlement edge.  Land to the east and west is already partially 

allocated and again extends onto higher ground within the AONB.   

Recommendation 

With the potential for significant impacts on local landscape character and visual amenity, 

and the South Devon AONB, and resulting failure of adopted policies and the South Devon 

AONB Management Plan policies, I would conclude that landscape would be a reasonable 

ground upon which to recommend refusal of the application.  Given the proposed allocation, 

and the evident need for housing in this area it is recognised that the landscape issues will 

be weighed in the planning balance.  However, in order to accord with our duties under the 

CRoW Act and the NPPF, great weight must be given to the potential for impacts upon the 

AONB designation when drawing this planning balance.   

Suggested Conditions 

If you were minded to recommend approval of the scheme, mitigation planting should be 

required as part of the landscaping reserved matter (noting that this would not overcome the 

landscape issues outlined above), with tree planting throughout the development (including 

within back gardens and in the street scene) forming a key feature with which to break up 

the massing of new built form.  Full hard and soft landscape details along with establishment 

maintenance should be conditioned at this stage.  

As noted above, tree and hedgerow protection measures should be secured, along with a 

site-wide management plan for the long-term management of the public open space and 

existing and proposed landscaping within the public realm.  If biodiversity issues are also 

present at this site, this could be combined into a Landscape and Ecological Management 

Plan as part of a LEMP condition.  

Katherine Jones CMLI 

Specialist – Natural Environment 
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From: Roger English [ 

Sent: 04 October 2017 13:37 

To: Wendy Ormsby <  

Subject: RE: Belle Hill - landscape comments - 0299/17/OPA 

  

Hi Wendy, 

I fully agree with Katherine’s comments. 

The LVIA substantially underplays both landscape and visual effects. 

I would hope to be able to provide additional comment in order to add to Katherine’s as the proposal 

conflicts with AONB Management Plan policies and AONB Planning Guidance. 

  

For info – the following excerpt is from my Joint Local Plan reg19 consultation comments relating to this 

site: 

Roger 

  

“Policy TTV14 West of Belle Hill 

We have fundamental concerns about the inclusion of this site against our earlier consultation advice and 

contrary to the finding s of the “Landscape Impact Assessment of potential housing and employment sites 

across the thriving towns and villages (undated)” evidence. In our view this site should not have progressed 

to formal allocation in this iteration of the plan given the weight of evidence against it. 

The settlement pattern of Kingsbridge is one closely focussed on the valley systems. In some places, as the 

town has expanded development has begun to push up the hillsides into more exposed locations such as 

High House, Dodbrooke and K5. The greater proportion of Kingsbridge’s built form sits at elevations below 

40m. The High House area peaks at 45m elevation whilst Dodbrooke and K5 both peak at 55m elevation.  

The proposed allocated site at Belle Hill spanning two fields would take development close to 90m 

elevation. More than half the proposed allocated site is above 75m elevation. This would introduce built 

form to an area with significant inter-visibility, including many parts of the South Devon AONB as it wraps 

around the spur of land with Belle Hill on its ridge.  

The site alone is likely to have significant impacts upon the surrounding South Devon AONB, including 

possible views from the estuary approach to Kingsbridge and the green lane of Darky Lane. The in 

combination effects of the existing solar farm and developing these two fields would in our view cause harm 
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to the South Devon AONB by substantially altering its setting by introducing development that would not 

respect the AONBs natural beauty, special qualities and distinctive characteristics.  

The site is listed in the Joint Local Plan evidence base as having limited constraints, one of which is that 

“The site is in a prominent location and any development could potentially impact on the landscape 

character of the area. Development would result in a spur into the countryside”. This finding appears to 

significantly underplay landscape impacts and makes no mention of the site’s contribution to the setting of 

the South Devon AONB. We would contend, that there is significant potential as a consequence of 

allocating this site for the setting of the AONB to be affected and views from the AONB itself. Given this 

conclusion and that the nationally protected landscape of the AONB may be harmed, it is reasonable to ask 

that further robust analysis of the site is undertaken by the LPA in advance of progressing this site further. It 

may be that further work has been undertaken, but this is not evident from what is published on the LPA’s 

website. As part of a more robust assessment it is reasonable to request that a focussed LVIA should be 

conducted that specifically addresses potential impacts upon the South Devon AONB. Without this level of 

due diligence, the LPA would be failing in meeting its NPPF plan making duty and CROW Act 2000 duty to 

have regard for the purpose of the AONB. 

Given all of the above and particularly the findings of the Landscape Impact Assessment we cannot 

understand how this site could have been given a ++ outcome for SA Objective 10 on Landscape. This does 

not appear to be fit for purpose. 

Point 2 in the Things to be provided for by the development column does not relate to the evidence base for 

this site which is clear in that there is little to no potential to mitigate through strategic landscaping given the 

prominence and elevated nature of the site.” 

 

I have changed the AONB unit manager’s last paragraph to red as it is an important statement. 

 

You can see that his comments concur with my assertions and therefore the word changes requested by Natural 

England achieve nothing.  They are accepting substantial harm to the AONB and assisting the LPA in breaching their 

statutory duty to conserve & enhance which is law. 

The LVIA specialist is mistaken to believe that any landscaping can be achieved in the street scene proposed.  The 

back gardens are too small to grow substantial trees to rise above two or three storey houses.  The house to street 

fronts contain no land to grow anything.  There can be no landscape mitigation of this site, it is too steep.  To obtain 

the housing required, the density twice that of the Buckwell Road, Buckwell Close & Green Close area.  Houses 

rather than bungalows are required. 

However the AONB manager also talks of inter-visibility effects because of the locations height.  This means that the 

harm caused to the AONB will be much more widespread. 

Let’s have a look at those issues.
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The selected site, chosen because it limits harm to the AONB, rises up to the coastal plateau and this image shows the site planted right in amongst the heart of the AONB. 

Put simply, this image shows that there is no worst location for development of 96 houses.  It is the podium of Kingsbridge surrounded by AONB land and for the first time 

Kingsbridge will rise up into wide view visibility to join Salcombe & Malborough.  
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View from the lower southerly field.  Every place that you can see has a view if this site.  All the way to the headlands of the south coast. 

 

 

 

Here on the edge of the town will go much higher three and two storey houses densely packed together to get the required 100 (ish) houses.  All houses on this field are 

three and two storey houses.  This image shows that those houses will be visible all the way to the south coast headlands and do not be fooled by the low winter sun 

making this image hazy. 

Remember, this is the lower southerly field.  It shows how sparse the hedge is to the south (even though the trees are in leaf), a bank / hedge that is not owned by the 

applicant and therefore cannot be conditioned with mitigation planting by the LPA. 

How prominent can it be?  Well, the LPA recently approve another site of 17 houses at West Alvington which was a prominent site (much lower than this site at less than 60 

metres) and managed to get a complement as another applicant pursued a planning application.  Turn the camera around with the sun behind you and see the difference.  
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This image is taken inside of the AONB on the hill to the south of New Bridge at Bowcombe creek looking northwest.  In the centre is the seventeen new houses built on the 

outskirts of West Alvington.  This is a relatively good way of illustrating the issue with the TTV14 site.  During the day, it will be lit up on sunny days and at night it will be lit 

up with street and domestic lights.  The distance from camera to new housing at West Alvington is 2.4 Km.  The distance to the TTV14 site from this position is 2.2 Km to 

the right of this image (not in view on this image). 

The comments that described this image from the applicant’s representative are as follows on the next page. (Planning application 1381/17/FUL) 
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These comments should be embarrassing to an LPA whose duty it is to preserve and enhance the AONB. 

Clearly they failed to conserve and enhance the AONB with that development and therefore failed in their duty 

required under the CROW Act (2000). 

Nevertheless, it is a good indication of the way the next disaster(s) for the South Devon AONB will go.  This 

development was just 17, but you can see the impact houses built close together have over long distances, especially 

when viewed from within the AONB to the south looking north and the sunlight ‘lights’ them up.  In that view the 

seventeen houses are all in the same plane and not rising up two fields. TTV14 starts at the highest level of these 

buildings and rises up another 30 metres. 

To reiterate, what is the point in the word changes recommended by Natural England and willingly accepted by the 

LPA’s.  It replaces fact with unachievable aims. 

It is demonstrable that it will not protect the AONB.  The question is are we going to continually sacrifice the South 

Devon AONB until its status is worthless or not? 

The housing sums for Kingsbridge are horrendous considering the level of protection afforded to the AONB’s (or not 

as appears to be the case). 

Garden Mills K4 (not in the JLP) 32 (Approved) - AONB 

Kingsbridge Quay (TTV13) 100 - AONB 

Westville Hill (TTV15 / K5) 60 (Approved) - AONB 

West of Trebble Park (TTV15 / K1) 135 (expired approval) - AONB 

West of Belle Hill (TTV14) 100 - in setting of AONB 

Highfield Drive/Culver Close 6 – AONB / Undeveloped coast 

427 houses in 5 major sites around the town either in the AONB or badly affecting the setting of the AONB. 

Clearly, not in accordance with its CROW Act (2000) duty of regard or in accordance with the NPPF protection, not in 

compliance with AONB management plans & guidance or its own local plans and statements contained within the 

JLP. 

The TTV14 is an exposed hillside site that has widespread inter-visible views.  Much of the LVIA impact assessments 

for the development looked at limited distance views.  Let’s have a look of images where the AONB protection has 

failed and where extensive visible harm has occurred.  
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A view of the Salcombe to Kingsbridge Estuary from below East Portlemouth.  The development you see scarring this 

scene has occurred at West Charleton.  These are mainly single storey bungalows, but just look at the visible damage 

done to this scene.  The words on the cover are very apt.  From Snapes Point on the other side of the estuary even 

more of West Charleton is visible.   The distance is 4.4 Km.  Needless to say there is another application (not in the 

JLP) for another 24 properties (down from 29 if that makes it any better) spreading this scene east along the A379 

for this village. 

The level of the top houses are 50 metres.  Visual harm is still immense with the sun behind you lighting up modern 

housing even at 4.4 Kms & you can quite clearly see the fields further behind.  Housing on TTV14 should appear 

behind the old part of West Charleton (you can see the estuary from both the fields as the image shows on page 11). 
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Thurlestone was a quaint little village which you cannot see from this image as it is tucked in behind the trees / hill 

(above the large building in the foreground).  This is 1969 and you can just see the commencement of some building 

high on the hill to the right with the fresh scarring of the land (AONB status started in 1960). 

 

Now - abject failure to protect the coastal scene of the AONB with mass housing leeched onto the village.  The 

buildings to the right are mainly bungalows.  They have now reached the marshes that are in the valley.  The houses 

to the left is Yarmer Estate which were originally large houses with large gardens where infilling has occurred.  

This distance is around 2.2Km   
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Those images illustrate the extent of visible harm that occurs with building on high on sloping fields.  Those hills are 

not close to TTV14 in height.  Unfortunately hills to the north are lit up when the sunshine’s, to everyone in the 

AONB to the south. 

So the question is, do those with responsibility to make the decisions care?  Does Natural England care?    

Let’s have a look at the LPA’ record of complying with its Statutory Duty to conserve & enhance the South Devon 

AONB. 

 

How well are South Hams District Council doing in protecting the AONB? 

In 1997, the South Hams came out top for losing the most of its AONB under development by a review of the 

AONB’s.  Indeed, in the 1993 review of the AONB, it shrank by three square kilometres because the edge at Brixton 

had been built on and was no longer worthy of AONB status.  That 1993 review left the boundary where it was but 

recommended AGLV status for protecting the AONB (TTV14 was given that status in the next local plan, worthless 

again). 

So until 1997, the AONB had the worst record. 

Just this year another independent review was requested by the CPRE to see the extent of the issue with 

development in the AONB’s since the arrival of the NPPF. 

Now I would like to report that they (the LPA) has improved considerably, but alas, they have not.  How do arrive at 

that outcome?  Well let me explain. 

 

The Campaign for Rural England has just received its commissioned ‘Independent Review of Housing in England’s 

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 2012-2017’.  This report named the eight worst AONB’s who, combined, were 

responsible for 74% of all housing units approved in England’s 34 AONBs and sure enough South Hams AONB was 

there again! 

First thing to recognise is the South Devon AONB is a narrow strip of land that is at best 5 miles wide, with the 

exception of the strip of land that follows the old Railway line route north up to South Brent. 

It is therefore easily harmed by development in the AONB and the setting of the AONB.  Both of which are protected 

by law, the CROW Act (2000). 

 

From the report figures, I have produced the table printed on the next page. 

Looking at the eight AONB’s, South Hams AONB is second worst AONB when you compare house numbers to AONB 

land mass with the house numbers from this report in the third column. 

However, just after the reports final month of recording (September), on October 20th South Hams approved TTV14 

(By delegated Authority thereby avoiding its Development Management Committee) ignoring the AONBs concerns 

and the result of the JLP submission examination. 

This moves them to the worst position, permitting more houses per square mile of any of the AONB’s in England. 

Congratulations on their achievement. 

 

Note: The report looks at developments of greater than 10 inside or affecting the setting of the 34 AONBs in 

England.  
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AONB 
Area 

(square miles) 

Planning permissions 
for houses 2012-2017 

(per year) 

Houses per 
square mile 
of AONB 

South Devon house 
numbers applied to 
the other 7 worst 

AONBs 

With the 
approval of 

TTV14 (per year) 

High Weald 564 895 1.587 859 941 

South Devon 130 198 1.523  
(1.67 houses per 

square mile) 

Kent Downs 338 415 1.25 515 564 

Chilterns 321 386 1.187 489 536 

Cotswold 790 635 0.804 1,203 1,319 

North Wessex 670 391 0.584 1,020 1,119 

Cornwall 370 210 0.568 563 617 

Dorset 435 184 0.423 662 726 

 

As you can see from the table, the last two rows indicates the house numbers that would be built in the AONB listed 

with South Hams Houses per square mile rate applied to those AONB’s.  This illustrates how badly South Hams is 

doing in protecting its AONB.  Only the High Weald is performing worst.  But after the TTV14 approval South Hams 

takes pole position again. 

As you can see from the table, the South Devon AONB is a small compared to the rest and therefore more easily 

harmed (a small ribbon of coastal land at best 5 miles wide, that also includes Heritage/undeveloped coast and the 

old railway line valley from Kingsbridge towards South Brent). 

And if to reinforce how bad it is, look at this for statistics, from that report: 
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And as I state, because South Devon is the smallest AONB here, the harm incurred is the severest.  And look at that 

approval rate for South Hams, 96%.  25% higher than the Kent Downs, another top of the table performer. 

All the words in the JLP are just talk.  The LPA’s actions are what matters and they do not do what they say they will. 

Therefore, sadly, I see no point in the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty keeping its status as an 

AONB.  It is being ruined by the LPA by completely inappropriate development.  The figures are there to see. 

What about the record since the CROW Act (2000) became law?  What was the state of the AONB with regards to 

the number of houses on it? 

Time for another table.  This table shows the AONB’s area, the housing stock at the 2011 census for each of the 

AONBs and finally the number of houses per square mile of each of the AONBs in England. 

This gives a sense how built over each AONB actually is.  Again the South Devon AONB stands out from the crowd 

joint leadership in 2011 with the unusual AONB of Chichester Harbour.  There is no doubt by now that South Devon 

will have taken the lead again as Chichester was growing at a rate of 1.7% every decade to South Devon’s 10.8% 

increase in housing stock. 

AONB 
Area 
(square miles) 

Stock 
(2011) 

Number of properties per 
square mile 

Arnside & Silverdale 29 3,873 133 

Blackdown Hills 143 6,018 42 

Cannock Chase 26 2,515 97 

Chichester Harbour 28.6 4198 146 

Chilterns 321 33,845 105 

Cornwall 370 29,075 79 

Cotswold 790 65,588 83 

Cranbourne Chase & West Wiltshire 379 14,848 39 

Dedham Vale 34.7 3,004 87 

Dorset 435 37,661 87 

East Devon 100 10,246 102 

Forrest of Bowland 310 6,920 22 

High Weald 564 51,634 91.5 

Howardian Hills 79 2,217 28 

Isle of Wight 73.7 5,393 73 

Kent Downs 338 30,702 91 

Lincolnshire Wolds 216 4,569 21 

Malvern Hills 40.5 4,882 121 

Mendip Hills 77 3,358 44 

Nidderdale 233 5,380 23 

Norfolk Coast 174 11,652 67 

North Devon 66 5,609 85 

North Pennines 770 6,048 8 

North Wessex Downs 668 41,609 62 

Northumberland Coast 53.3 3,992 75 

Quantock Hills 38 1,352 36 

Shropshire Hills 310 9,169 30 

Solway Coast 44.4 1,558 35 

South Devon 130 19,034 146 

Suffolk Coast & Heaths 155 11,678 75 

Surrey Hills 163 16,135 99 

Tamar Valley 75 5,901 79 

Wye Valley 126 11,993 95 
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So, apart from the unusual Chichester Harbour which has the lowest growth rate for housing of all the English 

AONB’s, South Devon is way out in front with the next of the eight mentioned in dispatches by the CPRE being the 

Chilterns with 39% less housing on it. 

The information is gleaned from the DEFRA Land Use Change in Protected Landscapes (2014) research completed by 

Sheffield University.  I have equated that to AONB area sizes to get a perspective of density of housing stock for each 

of the AONB’s to make them comparable.   

These two reports along with images of village growth illustrate the shocking testament to the performance of the 

South Hams LPA since the creation of the AONB in 1960. 

You only have to look again at the two images of West Charleton and Thurlestone to see why.  Many of the villages 

have ballooned in size as well as the Towns. 

It is my belief that it status as an AONB may as well be removed because the harm is becoming significant now as no 

one is willing to defend it.  Wherever you go, wherever you look, you will see damage. 

So let’s review those broken promises from the EXC10B document (and witness the large number of alterations 

being offered): 

 

  

 

Clearly this is not true, the evidence provided contradicts this statement.  South Hams DC has the worst 

record of any of the 34 AONBs. 
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Changes in paragraph 8 in red is not happening.  Records speaks for itself. 

 

Page 204 

 

Carefully selected.  No.  The comments received during the three consultation periods clearly record the 

selection of TTV14 as untenable. 

AONB unit has continually declared concerns through the consultation process with regards to TTV14 and 

has been completely ignored. 

There was considerable expert opinion that the appraisal for TTV14 did not stack up in the consultation 

process, so carefully selected is not true. 
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Page 208 

 

Failed to include Garden Mills (32 houses in the figures) and the houses approved in the Culver Drive 

site area (6).  433 houses, 333 inside the AONB and 100 affecting the setting of the AONB. 

 

TTV14 conflicts with TTV31 

  

 

TTV14 fails completely to comply with DEV24 
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TTV14 Fail’s to comply with DEV27  
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TTV14 site fails to conserve and enhance the natuaral beauty of AONB, fails the CROW Act (2000) 
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TTV14 fails to comply with SPT11 

TTV14 with regards to the protected landscape fails the complete list of JLP policies which support national policy 

and the law (CROW Act 2000). 

It fails to comply with the AONB Management Plan policies and AONB Planning Guidance which were already in 

force in 2017. 

The LPA’s have even stonewalled the AONB experts, the AONB unit.  It is therefore not a sustainable development. 

It further degrades the status of the AONB which is already badly damaged. 

So paragraph 2 changes of TTV14 are a complete waste of time and cannot be complied with for the site of TTV14 

and the AONB unit is in agreement with the Point 2 statement.  Therefore paragraph 2 is not sound as it cannot be 

achieved.  
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I will comment on the remainder of TTV14 as there is now more information than when the consultations were 

completed. 

TTV14 

 

The plans for access have been approved.  There is no improved connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists.  There is 

only unsafe access on Belle Hill itself and the development has had to use the inadequate pedestrian facilities of 

Buckwell Road.  This will mean more walking in the road for residents as Buckwell Roads pavements are inadequate 

for two way walking. 

There are no enhancements and therefore this paragraph is not sound.  It is a false statement. 

The planning Inspector could test this by inspecting the site & Buckwell Road.  Be warned Belle Hill to TTV14 is 

dangerous. 

 

 

There is now information regarding drainage for this site.  The applicant believed that they could bolt on the 

drainage to Buckwell Road (Housing that dates back to the 1920’s – 1950’s) 

They cannot do that as it is not capable of serving 96 houses.  The site has poor to no infiltration characteristics and 

is located in a critical drainage area.  Its only option is to use holding tanks and drain to a local stream some 250 

metres away (itself which causes flooding). 

Therefore, drainage cannot be met on site and the site will not deliver landscape, biodiversity and amenity benefits 

with drainage.  (Standby for viability issues due to topography, tanks, drain issues to the stream and sewage pipe 

upgrade cost). 

The Kingsbridge Estuary has been declared polluted by the Environment Agency, much of this coming from sewage 

treatment outfalls which is causing annual algae blooms in the upper reaches of the Estuary.  This year was the worst 

I have ever seen it with brick red soup.  With 433 proposed properties for Kingsbridge volumes of sewage water 

(with washing powders/ bleaches etc) will increase considerably and is therefore bound to worsen the situation as 

there will be more output of fluids from the treatment works.  Population increase in Kingsbridge will be 

approximately 16%.  Common sense dictates sewage flows to the sewage treatment works will increase by 16%.  

What goes in must come out into the estuary.  Volume discharge increase 16%.  Site surface water will go into the 

estuary untreated (other than oil removal, possibly).  Therefore, this paragraph is not sound as it cannot be fulfilled. 

 

 

Paragraph 1 means nothing unless you define what high quality means.  The proposed buildings do not reflect the 

adjacent area which is Buckwell Road & Buckwell Close, the greater majority are bungalows.  Did the new housing at 

West Alvington comply with these sentiments, because if they did, it completely failed with regards to setting of the 

AONB?  
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The plan TTV14.  No opportunity to landscape in the housing areas (western facing street fronts / back gardens / parking areas).  
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The surface water plan – five large underground attenuation tanks (that Devon County Council will not accept because they are under the highway) with water 

delivered to the stream at the bottom of the valley (that causes flooding in town centre). 

The exceedance route also is down the hill to the stream in the valley that causes flooding in the town.  Fails concept of TTV14 paragraph 4.   
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I am not impressed by the level of changes being offered to the Plymouth & South West Devon Joint 

Local Plan. 

We were told by the LPA’s that there plans were sound following three consultations and yet here 

we are looking at a document that looks like a document checked for errors. 

I find it troubling that Natural England wish to make changes to a document at this late stage, 

changes that to all intents and purposes look like the changes of someone embarressed by the truth. 

That the LPA agrees with them unquestionably is also troubling. 

 

The TTV15 sites. 

The proposed changes: 
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Both the TTV15 are hillside locations that face east.  Landscaping to the west of the site that Natural 

England requests is not logical. 

For example, for this site they are saying landscape out this view at TTV15.1: 

 

 

 

This is the west end of the site looking ENE.  This is a tragedy for the walk from West Alvington to 

Kingsbridge on FP number 2 (inside the AONB).  They both certainly know how to wreck the heart of 

the AONB.  The fact that the developers plan was to build three storey housing here to maximise the 

views and property values for the developer is lost on them. 

And the other site in this image is directly above the brown & white cow for 135 houses. 

This planning application has expired.  For the original planning application the LPA could not decide 

if this was a major development site or not.  The exception tests were not carried out for this site as 

required for NPPF paragraph 116. 

Both these sites were not consulted on in the JLP and just carried over from the previous plan. 

Site TTV15.2 is on the next page. 
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This is the other TTV 15.2 site.  This area will contain 135 houses and this image looks ESE.  The Churchstow footpath number 6 is behind this as is the hill  

rising up to the Churchstow ridge.  Landscaping to the west of the site will landscape out this view.  Is this what they intend to do? 

The south coast headlands are in the distance (Start Point to East Prawle). 
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Its Natural England aim to protect the treasured landscapes, but it aint doing it.  Its covering up the 

damage and removing the treasured views. 

Take your photographs now as this town setting is about to be ruined. 

But that is my point, they are making changes now off the cuff with what appears to be no thought 

to what they are changing. 

Summary. 

 The majority of the promises in TTV14 cannot be attained (2, 3, 4 & 5 because its location is 

high on an hillside). 

 The changes in TTV14 / TTV15 remove honest statements and replace aims that cannot be 

attained or appear to be off the cuff changes that will remove valuable views.  Landscaping 

housing developments is ineffective in replacing attractive countryside scenes in hilly areas. 

 TTV14 has the widest and most extensive effect of all the sites and extensive harm on the 

AONB is proven by the photographs and agreed with by the AONB unit who are the AONB 

experts.  The AONB manager has stated that the site selected fails the AONB management 

plan & the AONB planning guidance. 

 The revised housing numbers for Kingsbridge are incorrect.  The housing numbers for 

Kingsbridge are excessive at 433 units.  This level of housing cannot be described as 

‘Conserving & Enhancing’ the AONB but causing sustantial harm. 

The LPAs are therefore failing their Statutory Duty to Conserve & Enhance the AONB. 

 Four of the five large sites are Major Developments.  (TTV15.1 with 60 units was decided to 

be major, therefore the rest must be).  Clearly this then cannot be an exceptional (unusual 

or rare) but common place.  Three of the sites would fail paragraph 116 of the NPPF and be 

unsustainable development. 

 

 

 
 

 This case clarifies exceptional (illustration from planning for the South Devon AONB). 
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 Site TTV15.2 - Paragraph 116 of the NPPF was never properly applied and the exception  

tests for the site in its planning approval were never completed.  The planning permision has 

expired.  Will the LPA correctly assess the site in accordance with NPPF para 115 & 116? 

 The SHDC LPA has not addressed the AONB units objections both in the JLP and in the 

planning application.  Therefore they have not given great weight to conserving landscape & 

scenic beauty in the AONB as required by para 115 of the NPPF. 

 The South Devon AONB has the uneviable position of having the highest housing stock on it 

per square mile in comparison to all the other AONBs and the most planning permissions 

granted since the arrival of the NPPF.  The allocations for Kingsbridge worsen that appalling 

situation. 

 It is also in the public interest to conserve & enhance its most cherished landscape which is 

why it is law that the LPA has a statutory duty to conserve and enhance the AONB.  The 

public must wish to have areas of land whose beauty is retained for holiday experiences. 

I would wish that the other National Parks & AONBs look after their areas so that I can enjoy 

stays in those locations too. 

 There is no clear indication that the NPPF paragraphs 115 & 116 have been correctly applied 

in the plan making process or that they have addressed the AONB units concerns. 

 The LPA has ignored the local designation of TTV14 (Area of Great Landscape Value) given to 

the site in 1994 as a recommendation from a AONB review to protect the AONB from harm. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Mr L N Pengelly 

 

 

 

  

 




